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Abstract. Interaction via mobile devices is a challenge for blind users, who  
often encounter severe accessibility and usability problems. The main issues are 
due to the lack of hardware keys, making it difficult to quickly reach an area or 
activate functions, and to the new way of interacting via touchscreen. A touch-
screen has no specific reference points detectable by feel, so a blind user cannot 
easily understand exactly where (s)he is positioned on the interface nor readily 
find a specific item/function. Alternative ways to provide content are mainly 
vocal and may be inadequate in some situations, e.g., noisy environments. In 
this study we investigate enriching the user interfaces of touchscreen mobile 
devices to facilitate blind users' orientation. We propose a possible solution for 
improving interaction based on the vibro-tactile channel. After introducing the 
idea behind our approach, two implemented Android Apps including the 
enriched user interfaces are shown and discussed.  
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1 Introduction 

In recent years, the development of more sophisticated smartphones with  
touchscreens has changed interaction modalities, while the use of hardware keys to 
quickly reach or activate specific functions has been decreasing. Touchscreens are 
completely smooth, so detecting specific user interface (UI) parts and elements is 
difficult for someone who cannot see the screen. Alternative ways to provide content 
visible on the touchscreen are mainly based on vocal channels through a voice TTS 
(Text-to-Speech), which may not always be enough for fully accessible and usable 
interaction. Vocal feedback may not work well in noisy environments; moreover, in 
some situations (e.g. during classes, meetings, speeches) users may prefer something 
more 'silent'. 

Several aspects of interacting with a touchscreen can be improved to make screen 
exploration more satisfactory for the blind. In this paper we focus on a tactile-based 
solution to improve mobile interface exploration by blind users when interacting via 
touchscreen. The tactile channel is more immediate and direct for the blind -- cortical 
brain areas normally reserved for vision may be activated by tactile stimuli [11].  
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In this perspective, a possible solution for improving interaction based on the  
vibro-tactile channel is presented. After an introduction to related works in the field 
and to the main usability issues encountered when a blind person interacts with a 
touchscreen, our approach will be discussed and described through examples. 

2 Related Work 

Several studies in the literature describe the importance of providing a user with  
appropriate mechanisms and techniques for better orientation on the user interface. In 
[4], the authors conducted a pilot study to investigate analogies between the real 
world and Web navigation. For the authors, organized content can benefit a reader 
only if (s)he is able to move around it with accuracy and agility, and is able to quickly 
discover and absorb its organization.  

Kane et al. compared how blind and sighted people use touchscreen gestures, and 
proposed guidelines for designing accessible touchscreens. Blind subjects preferred 
gestures that use screen corners, edges, and multi-touch, enabling quicker and easier 
identification, and suggested new gestures in well-known spatial layouts, such as a 
qwerty keyboard [5]. This study observed that referencing points are particularly  
useful and preferred by blind users to better move around the interface. Arroba et al. 
proposed a methodology for making mobile touchscreen platforms accessible  
for visually impaired people based on a functional gesture specification, a set of 
guidelines to assure consistency of mobile platforms and the customization of input 
application [1]. These studies offered guidelines valuable for further developments.  

Recently, Bonner at al. developed an accessible eyes-free text entry system that of-
fers multi-touch input and audio output. The system, implemented on Apple’s iPhone 
and tested with ten users, showed better performance in terms of speed, accuracy  
and user preference with respect to the text entry component of VoiceOver [2]. This 
solution focuses only on the text-entry providing audio feedback, which may not work 
well in some situations.  

Koskinen et al. investigated the most pleasant tactile clicks, comparing piezo  
actuators vs a vibration motor, finding that subjectively the first was preferred [6]. In 
agreement with previous studies, results showed that tactile feedback improves the 
usability of virtual buttons pressed with the fingers, since the user is able to feel the 
object of interaction. Brewster and Brown proposed the use of a new type of tactile 
output: structured tactons, or tactile icons, i.e., abstract messages that can be used to 
communicate information. A tacton is characterized by parameters such as frequency, 
amplitude and duration of a tactile pulse, but also rhythm and location [3]. Using 
tactons could enhance accessibility of mobile devices for blind users as well as for 
sighted people in motion. Qian et al. identified the salient features of tactons when 
integrated with a mobile phone interface. Findings indicated that the best results use 
simple static rhythms, with differences in each pulse’s duration. However, to ensure 
accurate perception, the dimensions in which paired tactons differ should be limited 
[10]. Yatani and Truong proposed the use of multiple vibration motors embedded in 
the back of the mobile touchscreen device to convey tactile feedback, providing  
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semantic information about the touched object. They showed that users can accurately 
distinguish ten vibration patterns, and that the proposed system enables better interac-
tion in an eyes-free setting than devices without tactile feedback or using only a single 
vibration motor [12]. However, these solutions mainly rely on hardware add-ons for 
providing haptic feedback while our approach offers a non-invasive/intrusive software 
solution, that has no impact on the usual interaction of blind users.  

Other studies have investigated the use of tactile aids to enhance blind user interac-
tion on touchscreen devices. In a preliminary study, Magnusson et al. investigated the 
use of haptic and speech feedback to make a digital map on a touchscreen more ac-
cessible [8], developing a prototype application that uses vibration to help blind users 
understand a map layout. This solution requires a time-consuming pre-processing of 
each map [9]. Our approach is conceptually similar to this last work since we use a 
mix of audio and vibration for easily detecting areas of interest on the user interface. 
However, despite all this research, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, effective  
ad-hoc enrichment of general-purpose touchscreen user interfaces via software for 
easier orientation of blind persons has not yet been presented. 

3 Interacting with a Touch Mobile Device: Usability Issues 

To identify main accessibility and usability issues encountered by blind users when 
interacting with touchscreen mobile devices, we evaluated the interaction with An-
droid-based and Apple mobile devices. In both cases, the inspection was carried out 
by all the authors (one of whom is blind) interacting with the touchscreen via screen 
reader (TalkBack on Android devices, VoiceOver on Apple ones) and gestures. 
Throughout the evaluation process, sighted authors avoided looking at the screen by 
activating the “screen curtain"1 functionality. More details on the applied methodol-
ogy are available in [7]. In the following we summarize the main issues observed: 

• Lack of logical navigation order, to ensure the content is correctly sequentialized: 
the problem occurs when trying to navigate content and elements sequentially via 
swipe gestures (“next” - flick right - and “previous” - flick left). In this case some 
incongruences regarding the correct logical order occur when visiting or expanding 
an item.  

• Unsuitable handling of focus: the problem especially occurs when editing a text 
field within a form composed of several control UI elements. When activating an 
edit field by a double tap, the system focus moves onto that field and the screen 
reader announces the editing modality. By exploring and clicking on the virtual 
keyboard letters, the focus moves on the keyboard and the user loses the editing 
focus point. (S)He is unable to quickly check what was edited because to do this, it 
is necessary to explore the UI again. This issue also arises when filling in a group 
of form elements. This process disorients the user and can make the action difficult 
and frustrating. 

                                                           
1 http://www.apple.com/accessibility/iphone/vision.html 
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• Lack of orientation on the UI: the user can explore content on the screen by either 
(1) going forward and backward in a sequential order through swipe gestures, or 
(2) touching a point on the screen and then proceeding through the next and pre-
vious flick. This means that the user may encounter some difficulty or frustration 
when reading content. For instance, when reading a mail, the user has to read the 
message header before catching its content, unless (s)he is able to click in the exact 
starting point of the text of message. When clicking, the focus moves onto the 
clicked place and the user can start the reading from there. 

4 The Proposed Solution 

To address the usability issues discussed in the previous section, we propose an ap-
proach based on the use of haptic technology. Our proposal aims to support blind 
users as they explore and interact with content on a touchscreen. Preserving the origi-
nal UI layout, this solution provides extra information and feedback for better and 
easy identification of the UI elements or parts.  

For instance, for the Web, the W3C WAI-ARIA (Accessible Rich Internet Appli-
cations) suite2 suggests the use of landmarks and region roles to allow developers to 
divide the Web page content into several parts, to create the logical partitioning of UI 
areas. In this way, the user is able to quickly obtain an overview of the page structure. 
Unfortunately this standard is still rarely applied. Moving from web to mobile devic-
es, phone apps -- as well as any system application -- could greatly enhance applying 
a similar strategy to the main UI parts. In our study we decided to apply the “Logical 
partitioning” of UI elements to touchscreen interfaces of mobile devices to make the 
main parts of the UI easily and rapidly detectable. To this aim, we use reference cues 
(haptic mechanism) to help the user recognize those parts. Reference cues are particu-
larly important for blind users in order to better orient themselves and move around a 
real and virtual space [4]. Depending on the UIs, haptic tags are added to help a blind 
user localize a specific part or elements on the interface.  

To test our approach, we developed a prototype for an Android device, specifically 
a Samsung Galaxy Nexus running Android 4.2. The solution proposed herein lever-
ages Android’s support for accessibility and aims to provide developers with a simple 
yet versatile tool that can be used to improve the UI usability for blind users. We will 
describe our approach in practice through some examples in Section 5. 

4.1 Methodology 

According to the Model-View-Controller (MVC) software design pattern, logic and 
presentation must be strongly separated. Any Android application should be 'natively' 
MVC-compliant, since Android development guidelines require UIs to be described 
entirely by means of XML files. We took advantage of this principle to develop a 
simple add-on that can be used to enrich our UIs. We defined a graphical object with 

                                                           
2 http://www.w3.org/WAI/intro/aria 
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customizable behaviour in terms of accessibility. The goal is to offer developers a 
flexible tool for enriching UIs in order to improve their accessibility. XML attributes 
define the accessibility property of a cue and allow customizing any cue through spo-
ken messages, sounds and vibrations. This improvement is nearly seamless since it 
will only require modifying an XML file to configure the cue's parameters. In the 
following, we refer to this kind of cue as CAC: Customizable Accessibility Cue. The 
XML snippet shown below represents a typical CAC, provided with a spoken mes-
sage, a vibrating pattern and a sound. Once it is inserted into a layout XML file, it is 
rendered by Android as a ‘reactive’ colored ball, as shown in Fig. 1. 

<org.cnr.iit.accessible.CustomAccessibleButton 

  android:id="@+id/ballBtn01" 

  android:layout_width="fill_parent" 

  android:layout_height="20dp" 

  android:layout_gravity="top" 

  android:layout_margin="5dp" 

  android:paddingTop="10dp" 

  cnr:customMsg="custom spoken message" 

  cnr.vibPattern="0,100,100,100" 

  cnr:customSound="mySound" /> 

 

Fig. 1. A vibrating and speaking cue also associated with a sound, graphically rendered on a UI 
by a colored ball 

5 Applying the Methodology to Real Cases 

The proposed solution described above was tested on two real applications: a dial pad 
and an email client. The procedure was aimed at identifying the most suitable areas to 
put the cues and related feedback: a single event or a combination of events chosen 
from among a single vibration, vibrating pattern, speaking feedback and sound  
feedback, to better identify the different logical areas for each UI. We also improved 
the applications from other points of view, whenever their usability could be further 
improved. The main goal was to ‘mark’ the critical interaction areas by adding the 
customizable accessibility cues (CACs) to the layout XML files.  

In the first prototype, the CACs to mark each logical session were points placed on 
the left side of the screen. A preliminary test with a blind user highlighted that  
this solution could have been misleading, since the hints were available only when 
exploring a narrow area of the screen. To resolve this issue, each CAC on the UI was 
‘stretched’ (by means of proper dimension attributes) to become a horizontal strip.  
A pilot test was carried out with two blind users in order to assess and improve the 
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5.2 The Email Client 

K-9 is an open-source email client based on the Email application shipped with the 
initial release of Android. The application is quite complex and offers a complete 
environment in which to organize and compose emails. Once the appropriate XML 
layout files were identified, we introduced the cues according to the principle of  
highlighting main/critical interaction areas. The application was tested by two blind 
users considering three tasks: (1) browsing the list of incoming emails (2) reading an 
email and (3) composing an email. When browsing the inbox (1) it was necessary to 
border the UI to highlight the email list, with one CAC on the top and one on the  
bottom of the list. When reading an email (2) it was necessary to mark the email text; 
the cues were positioned as in (1). In the ‘Compose’ UI (3) a cue was placed before 
the soft-keyboard to separate it from the editing area. These cues were all associated 
with the same sound since they share the same function of ‘UI border’.  

Following the suggestions of the two blind users who tested the applications,  
other improvements were made to enhance the usability of text fields: a sound was 
associated with the event of a text field getting the focus, thus becoming suitable  
for filling. Moreover, to favor their detection, the text fields were announced by a 
100-msec-vibration - normally -- or a 300-msec-vibration -- if the text field held the 
focus. 

 

Fig. 3. Position of the CACs delimiting interaction areas in three UIs of K-9, respectively: mail 
browsing, single message view, mail composer 

6 Conclusions 

In this work we discussed how the principle of the “Logical partitioning of UI ele-
ments” can be applied to a mobile interface in order to enhance touchscreen interac-
tion for blind users. The proposed solution is based on a customizable combination of 
haptic and audio feedback that can be placed programmatically on UIs with usability 
problems. Only vocal feedback may not work well in noisy environments or cannot 
be used during classes, meetings, speeches, etc. The Customizable Accessibility Cue 
(CAC), a flexible add-on for enriching the UIs with spoken messages, sounds and 
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vibrations, was developed. To test our approach, we considered two Android applica-
tions, a telephone and an email client. A pilot test was conducted with two blind per-
sons, who provided enthusiastic and positive feedback concerning the usefulness of 
the proposed solution, and useful feedback for refining on the UIs.  

Future work will include some improvement of the methodology, e.g., expanding 
the number of UIs and identifying the potential best set of CACs for each UI; using 
different short sounds to announce useful information, such as focus shifting from one 
area to another, or to provide an additional confirm for number editing on the phone 
keypad, etc. Furthermore, we need to make a user test with a group of blind persons in 
order to evaluate their performance interacting with both the simple and enriched user 
interfaces, gathering quantitative data for evaluating and improving the proposed 
solution, which is potentially applicable to touchscreens of any device.  
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